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Minority Students

Engraving

Applications for minority
scholarships arc available in the
Student Aids Office. Deadline for
all applications is September 15,
The UNM Soccer Club will hold
a meeting Thursday, August 21 at
8 p.m. in room 231·B of the SUB.

The Campus Police will be
mgistering and engraving social
security numbers ort bicycles at
Carlisle Gym, Monday through ·
Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Also on display will be a new
type of lock and chain presently

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

or bl/ mail
Classified AdvcrtiAing
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Rates: 10c per word, $1.00 minimum.
Terms: Payment must be Tflnde In full
prior to insertion or .advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, Room
205

5)

PERSONALS

1)

RIDE OR RIDERS !rom Snntn Fe fu UNM,
Tt""·• Wed., nnd Thursdays. Cnll ~82-1131
In Snntn Fe.
~/G
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZA'riON
meets Thursdays 6:30 p,m. In rOQm 230 of
Student Union. All nrc welcome.
V/5
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE for 3 bdrm
house. $65,00 pluo utllitlro. Wnll< to UNM.
Call 298·6~76.
0/4
ANYONE who has knowledge of Jean
O'Connell this summer or her diary please
rontnct the Lobo, Jour., Bldg. Rm. 168.
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not exactly n
d<!nr frfend, but a group of pt>ople who
are rendy tc tnll< nnd listen tc your problems of living, Cnll or came In NW
Corner Mega V!Bta, 277·3013.
tin
ASTROLOGIC HOROSCOPES cast & rend
9/16
plus future yenr, 206-7166.

LOST & FOUND

2)

SERVICES

3)

TUNEUPS by ENGINEERING STUDENT
nt my home, 514, V-8; $12, 6-cylinder.
Includes new points pJuus cond~:n!l('r nnd
lahar. Cnrburntor overhaul nloa. Call 299·
6230 !or appointment.
9/6
GUITAR LESSONS. Fall< Rock, B!ueJ,
9/4
$2.60 n lesson. Call 242-2401.
EXPERT INFANT CARE. Dny or night.
266-8064, 1604 Cn<lisle SE. 8/31

4-l

FOR RENT

THE NEW CITADEL, nvnilnble Sept. 1,
walking distance tc UNM, 1520 University Nfl. Efficiency $140 furnbhcd: $130
unfurn!Dhcd. One bdrm $180 furnished:
SlOG un!urnbhed. Swimming paol1 r<'Crca•
tion room, commis!Jnry otore, mundry,
dlshwllllhers & dlsposni:J. 842·1804, 206·

9n

~~

5)

FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT

The Wagon Wheels Square
Dance Club will be dancing every
Thursday evening at 7 p.m. in
room 184, Johnson Gym. Lessons
begin Sept. 21.
Bowling shoe rentals have
increased from 15 cents to 25
cents in the Union. All other
alleys in town charge 25 cents for
bowling shoe rentals.
The Speaker's--C~ittee will
have a meeting in room 231-A of
the SUB Thursday evening at 7
p.m.

··---····-

VARSITY
BARBER

SHOP

New Location
102 Richmond Dr. NE
Around the corner from
Pedle 'N Spoke
Appointments Available 265-4111

Chemical Culture
~
The Chemical Culture Center is a;%
meeting Tuesday, August 29, at Jf'
7; 30 p.m. in the Business &
Administration Bldg. Come in if
you're interested in working with
problems of drug abuse.

ART STUF'-Tbc one art nupply otcre that
doe9n't rip you o!T I Albuquerque'o LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES. Compare
anywhere. 1824 Ccntrnl, opposite nrt
building,
9/1
1970 OPEL STATION WAGON. Drand
new rndfnl tires- Pcr!<'ct condition.
8/31
10,000 mi. $1300. 256-2064.
1967 SHELBY GT 600. FGO Polyglas tire,
428 with two faurn. Be:;t offer. 294·1060,
9/6
FENDER DUAL SHOWMAN with Reverb
2-J.B.L. lG'o two weeks old. Showroom
wndltian. $GOD.OO Steve 344·8624. 9/4
MOUNTAIN LAND: G aere tracta. Only
S127.50 down and S42.50/rna. Rathbun
Renlity-2u6D888, 877·917~. 266 9470. 9/4
LEATHER GOODs-JACKETS, PANTS,
BAGS, BELTS, m:LT POUCHES,
HATS CAPS. SUN VISORS. When you
set aut tc buy yourself some lcnther
clothes you "hould be J>repnred fu spend
more time in the oelcction than yoti would
!or 11 fnbrlc Item. After nll, ita n choice
you mil!ht li•c with the rest a! your life,
Make tbe right cho!ee at the LEATHER-

Center for Hypnosis
Training and Consultation
Davis Building, Suite 20
2622 San Mateo N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 8711 0

Specializing in Self-Hypnosis training: a scientific mental technique for self-improvement,
self-confidence, and self control. Special techniques for students to improve grades and facilitate the learning process. Write or call for information.
Prescription Hypnosis
by Referral

"Rumpus" . . • in shades of navy
& camel, black & gray or tan &
brown.

''Velana" • , • in camel or black kid leather with
elasticized panel for perfect fitting.

RqMir" \laitHt'll<lfl<t•

cars

9oreign Car Specialists
333 W~omimr Bhd. ;o.;E

~S*~;~~~~~109Ro.~~e~ra·N~\V·'·0~~:f~4~~2~6=5·~5~90=1~:::::::1::r~c~c=l:~S~ti~m=a~tc;s~

Eastdalc Shopping Center Candelaria & Eubank NE

See these and other new Nina fashions for fall at your
favorite Paris store. Paris-WINROCK is open every evening, Monday through Friday, until 9 PM for your convenience.

Announcing Our l\fatinee Class:ic Series
The Greatest Anti-·war Film Ever Made

.. All Quiet On The Western Front"
Lew Ayers
"
this is the flick our parents saw
when they were in college-if they had
remembered Vietnam might not have
happened." Susan Feiner, Nyack Spectator
Aug. 28 thru Sept. 1

fine shoes

Showtime 1 & 3 PM-Midnight Flick Sept. I & 2
:Evening pcr£onnancc .•• Separate admission

George C. Scott

THE HOSPITAL
5:30 Early Bird $1.00, 7:30 &: 9;30 $1.50

1 New Mexico
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Will pny nnr.anable price. Call Rick aft.<r
4 p.m. 243-G910.
8/31
CLUBS OR GROUPS thnt want announcement of their actlvlti<> nrc ndvlsed to
nend the lnCormntian fu the Lobo Tripa
column, Jour. Bld~t. Rm. 168,

EASTDALE THEATRE

'l5 •7 "J

Thursday, August 31, 1972

Photoc-rnphy- Show--at Quivil'n. Doolmhop
111 Cornell SE.
8/30
WANTED Copy of Navaio Dosie Caurno.

forl'i~n

51

i),..pt:"

Indian Jewelry

MISCELLANEOUS

on all

S4-L--'.

/ Ylo.
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Announcing the opening of

The Wagon Wheels Square
Dance Club will have its first
dance on Aug. 31 at 7 p.m. in
Johnson Gym, room 184.
Beginners lessons start on Sept. 21
at 7 p.m. at the same place.

Expert Long Hair Cutting

PART-TIME JOB, eight lloura }ler week,
YMCA needs ten mn1c counselors to work
with boys' progrnm. 266-6971,
9/4
10 STUDENTS TO SELL Albuquerque Dinner Club J\Iembernhlpu to ntudenw. Goad
pay, Apply Apt. 2, 1001 Lou!sinnn NE or
call 255·6102.
9/4
MALE HELP WANTED, part-time. Apply
in person. Der Wicnerachnitzel, 4201 Cen ..
trnl NE or 5810 Mcnnul NE.
8/31
ROOM & BOARD In exchnnge for 20 hours
bnbysittlnl! per wee!<. Ea!!Y bike, wnlk to
campu9. Houro: 7·9 n.m. M-Io~, plU!J Tu<'3
& Thurn 3-6, plus 1 eYening nrrnnged.
266-3687.
8/31
MALE pnrt-time Help Wanted, over 21 yrs
ald. A!temaano & evenings. Save-Wny
Llnuor Store, 5704 Lomns NE. Pha. 26620G2.
8/31
BABY SITTER WANTED. Occasional
ba9b, Mwt hnYe own trnnsportatlan. 2683508,
8/31

7l

Parking Service Manager Walter
Birge wishes to remind student.s
that blue curbs and railings are for
the use of handicapped students
and that parking next to blue
curbs or attaching bicycles to blue
railings prevent their use by
handicapped students.
Birge also reminds motorcycle
riders to park in the areas assigned
to them.
Permit numbers 1·299
Dormitory areas.
3 00·699 lot between Career
ServirPs and College of Education.
700·1099 lot between Public
Health and Bandelier Hall.
1100-1500 lot between
Johnson Gym and Popejoy Hall.

Square Dance

MARGERY MANN SELECTED-Variety

1964 FA!RLANE. Goad condition, V8, automoUe" Lcokn Dhnrp. $3GO. !!GG-::W2G. 'J/4

•

10-SPEED BIKE. Triumph. $50.00. Call
Dnve 2662828 between GS P.M.
9/4
YAMAHA 350, 1970 R5, Top condition,
$520.00 or best o!Ter. 255-3978
9/5
1972 HONDA 500, 3600 mi. $1250 or best
offer, 299·3289 after 3 p.m.
9/4
'69 KAWASAKI, Mach Ill, Excellent condition. !nat. $726. Call 247-4639.
9/1
REFRIGERATOR-Dorm size, 2.4 cubic ft.
Excellent condition. $66. 266-9236. B/31
10 SPEED BICYCLES, All fnmoua makea,
Falcons $120, Gltnne $117, German Vain·
queura with aluminum QR wheels, HB,
$116. Other 10-speedi! !rom $90 fu $280.
Full gunrnntee. Cnll Dick Hallett far
hours. 1\m. 67. Medical School. Day: 2772546, Home 266·2784.
9/1
20 Portable TV's, $30·$60. 441 Wyoming
NE. 255-5987,
10/9

6)

LOS'r: Set of keya with Army dog tngB
attached with nnme of Whitt- Pril<!hette.
Please call 260-0073. Reward.

FOR SALE

Handicapped

Downtown • Winrock • Uptown

Phone
268-2608

~ERffi.LS DEPT.

!~ 72
Cowboy Boots and Slow DrawlJMMHilvilil~ usl1fl~V

Gov. Bruce King Comes Alive;

(Ed. note :There is generally
not much student reaction to
Gov. Bruce King unless the
student hap ]ens to be a cowboy.
In the era of instant television
talk show personalities, King's
cowboy boots, slow drawl and
low profile appear as throwbacks
to an earlier era of frontier
politics.
However, King is much more of
an administrator than a politician.
!H• position in Santa Fe does not
call for grave pronouncements on
the Vietnamese war, halting
inflation or dealing with the
Common Market.
King does happen to be one of
the most ardent supporters of
higher education in New Mexico
and has done more to find
employment for university
graduates in the state than most
recent governors.
Unlike his image, King is an
articulate man with a straight
forward sense of humor-a
refreshing change from the
average politician who measures
every word to see what effect it
will have on his running for the
U.S. senate.
Lobo editor Aaron Howard
interviewed King in Santa Fe on
Aug. 23. Seated next to a state
policeman who always travels
with the Governor and across
from King's press secretary, King
gave the following interview over
lunch:)
Lobo: How do you think the
candidacy of George McGovern
will affect the Democratic party
in the state? Do you think it
might hurt tlw rest of the ticket?
King : 1 think McGovern's
showing will have some bearing on
the rest of the New Mexico
Democratic ticket. However, the
vot(•rs arc becoming very
sophisticated. They tend to look
more at an individual candidate's
record, his pres('nt positions, and
then vote for the man, not the
party. I think W(''l\ sec an awful
lot of tick1•t crossing in this
t•h•ct ion.
Lobo : Do you S('e any
improvement in the job situation
for UNM graduates in the slate?
King: We're very concerned
about that. We try to find
employment for graduates of our
state universities and we have the
Committ~e to Employ Graudates
of Institutes of Higher Learning
working on the problem.
To be honest, the situation isn't
improving as rapidly as I'd like to
sec it. Over one·half of our New
Mexico university graduates still
leave the state to find jobs.
Lobo: As you travel around the
state, what kind of feedback have
you been getting from people
about UNM?
King: This is a wonderful state
and UNM is a source of pride to
everybody in the state. We like to
see more students getting active
who can assist in improving the
school and making it the best
school in the country.
We're be!(inning to get a lot of
good feedback about the
University. At one point when the
J,obo was misunderstood, people
around the slate began a Jot of
criticism of your paper which
caused problems. Some legislators
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got upset and their comments
were reported around tlw state.
Now I thh1k we've reaclwd a
mutual understanding.
The thing I feel you people at
the University have to understand
11: that the Lobo has many more
readers than just students.
Whatever you publish you will be
widely circulated throughout the
state.
The l niversity can't get too
out of touch with the people who
support it. That's why WP always
hear from people around the state
whenever UNI\1 goes too far
overboard.This state is so widely
diversified we have all kinds of
people Jiving here. I think thP best
thing for mutual understanding
between the people of New
Mexico and the university is that
we all should try to understand
the problem from the other guys
point of view.
Lobo: What do you feel the
role of the Lobo and KUNM can
be in promoting a better image of
the University?
King : Dwell on the fine
programs offered at the school.
You know, the University exists
for the future of all of us and for
the benefit of all mankind.
There are so many ways of
broadening knowledge and the
Umversity has only begun to
scratch the surface.
What many people in the state
don't realize is that values are
changing. Everybody is not going
to have the same tastes.
1 hope you can stay away from
using four-letter words.
Sometimes certain politicians use
this lo the detriment of the
University.
Lobo: How do you f('el about
funding ethnic studi('s?
King : We'Vf.' gotten good
feedback on the Ethnic Studies
programs. The program at

Highlands University in particular
has been greatly expanded.
I think the answer to tlw
increasing demand for ethnic
programs is to have soml' schools
specializt• in thi.~ area. I would
rather see a top notch program at
Highlands, to usc one example, so
that people with a large interest in
that arl'a can go there, than try to
fund the program at the same
level all'Very institution.
We should fund Ethnic Studies
to a certain level at other schools
and concentrate on particular
centers for ethnic programs at
specific universities.
Lobo: What do you like to do
with your time away from Santa
Fe?
King: I like to go down to my
ranch and ride around a bit.
I'm also a great fan of the Lobo
teams and I like to catch them
whenever I can. There is a great
de a I of participation and
knowledge to be gained from
sports.
I'd like to know how interested
students are in sports at the
university. With the low student
attendance at the UNM athletic
events, I wonder if there is much
student interest left in athletics.
Lobo: Since you can only serve
one tl!rm as governor in the state,
what are your future political
ambitions?
King :I don't have any future
political ambitions. I've attained
what 1 set out to do which is a lot
more thatl most people can say.
I got started in politics in the
state in 1954. My father was an
official in Santa I~e County and he
talked me into running for
County Commissioner that year.
I've been in state politics since
then. This is the first election I
haven't run in since that tim(' and
will probably be the last election I
run in.

Trouble Shooter Wanted
By BOB HUETHER
The members of the Univ<>rsity
Forum will be faced twxt w<•ek
with th<> arduous task of selecting
an ombudsman, a troubleshootPr
for grievancPs within tht•
univ<>rsity <>ommunity.
Following the guidelin~s of tlw
Committee on University
Governance Report to the
Regents, May 1 !171, the forum
must choose a person to
investigate problems and
grievanc('S of students but must
"be accessible to faculty,
administrators, parents, alumni, or
staff."
No one involved in making the
choice underestimates the
difficulty in finding a
"k nowledgL•a bl e, infl Ul'n tial,
articulatl', and vigor.,us pcrJJ.Jn in
the Uni\>'('rsity syst!'m who listens
to anyone who needs help or feels
that he or she has a grievance."
Ideally, such a person should be
familiar with the problems facing
students, faculty, and
administrators. This, added to the
problems involved in providing
help for a group as large as the
university community makes tl1e
task a monumental one.
One problem to be faced at tl1e
outset is whether the ombudsman
should be a student, a facully
member, or an administrator.
"I have no absolutely fixed
ideas on the subject," UNM
President Ferrel Heady said. "It's
not primarily an administrative
job. It would be hard for a
full-time student, but I would not
rule out the possibility."
The president recommended a
university graduate or a retired
faculty member who is "up to
date" with university affairs.
Under the guidelines set down
in the report, the ombudsman has
no power beyond recommending
solutions and has no authority to
act on his or her own
recommendations. Heady
reiterated this saying, "The
ombudsman will not be a decision
maker himself. He will give advice,
not act on his recommendations."
ASUNM President Jack
O'Guinn concurred with Hendy's
opinion on assigning the job to a
student on the basis or the heavy
work I oad involved. "It's a
full-time job," O'Guinn said. "The
research work alonr> would rule

out many students."
0 'Guinn rl•cumml•nllt•d a
prof!'ssor (•meritus or faculty
m<'mhcr, but likt• Ht>ady, did not
rulc> out a studl•nt.
The ASUNl\1 presidt•nt stated
thc> pPrson should h<' "wl'lHilH'd,
a good listener and knowlcdp;Nibll'
of the univt>rsity." O'Ouinn
t>mphasized the nel'd for tlu;
ombudsman to keep curr<'nt ou
univPrsity happenings. "If you
leave the univ<>rsity for :10 days,
you'rl' out of touch with it,"
O'Guinn said.
Although tlw guidelinPs call for
o nt• pt•rson to s<'rve as
ombudsman, O'Guinn expressed
his hope that a eombination group
of a student, a faculty member,
and an administrator might bP
con:;idert•d as a &olution to the
problem.
''One probll'm is mistrust,"
O'Guinn said. "ThL• thrt•e groups
involved sometimes mistrust t•ach
other. Once Wl' get mistru~t out of
tht> way, we can procc('d."
Joel Jonl's, chairman of the
American studies pro(lram, also
expressed hope that the
ombudsman program be
implE•mented, but noted some of
the problems involved.
"They've tried this at other
institutions and I understand it
has been successful, but the
ombudsman don't last long. It's a
tiring job," Jones said.
Jones, like others interviewed,
stated that a student would
encounter great difficulti!'s in
handling the job. However, Jones
stated, "The most important voice
should be the students. Otherwise
the program will not work.''
Jones view of the ideal person
for the job is, "Someone students
trust and can talk to. It must be
someone who understands the
problems of students within a
large university." Jones favors a
popular professor as a candidate
for the position.
Robert Jesperson, assistant
dean of A&S, is also in favor of
the ombudsman pointed out that
in crisis situations the ombudsman
would be put in a "difficult
position."
''In crisis situations, certain
groups may become alienated
against one another with the
ombudsman caught in the
middle," Jesperson said.
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KUARIFU
By Betty Keller

Conserve paper-give. this paper to a friend

letters, , ,
I'm insulted!
It has been several years since
one of my Art History professors
stated in class, "Art History
students usually become critics;
however, few have a selective eye,
and very few, know how to
write."
Once again, we find one or
those critics. One of those .critics
that attacks surface layers Without
looking toward the d£;pth of the
work. One of those critics that
attends openings with pencil in
hand looking for shock

descriptions, be they affirmativ(>
or negative. One of those critics
that look inward to themselves
rather than out to the world
around them. One of those critics
who found the word-dull.
I'm insulted!
One of those critics who was
not excited because there was no
shock in the surface quality of th('
paintings. One of thos(' critics that
failed once again to sPe the
subtleness of life in an artist's
work. One of those critics that is
blind to honest vision, but

apparently awake to the gimmicks
of these times. One of those
critics who has lost or, never had,
insight.
As an artist, I have discovered
this visionable insight. It is the
greatest gift I could have in my
lifetime.
It is fortunate that I have had
few occasions to meet one of
thos1• critics who, lor the
betterment of our livt•s,
chronologically fade away.
Sincerely yours,
Quinn Mizer
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Habari Gani, Brothers and Sisters! ! Black Students now
have a column to relate the various situations and activities
happening here on campus and every area of concern. This
column will be in the Lobo every Thursday.
We can express ourselves in the many ways that we know
how to and display it for others to dig.
There are many new students on the yard and you need to
know the hippest place to go and that is Afro-American
Studies, center of all the action. You can find out what's
happening and you can be what's happening if you will come
on over and try to get together with your brothers and
sisters.
Professor Willie Criddle is the director, Black Student
Union Coordinators are Charlie Jones, Ivory Moore, James
Ridley, and Betty Keller. Beverly Vaughn is the student
secretary and will be glad to give you the assistance you need.
Activities to get you through the year will be scheduled
periodically. I hope you drop by Afro-Studies and leave you~·
mailing address and phone number so you can receive all the
information that we send from Afro-Studies.
There will be a Black Student Seminar, date and place to
be announced. Here you will find all activities and
organizations that are available for the small percentage of us.
We have to get it together so none of us will lose out or
not have anything to do all year. We can make it happen and
we will make it work.
Afro-American Studies is located at 1819 Roma N.E.,
across from the Student Aids Building. Slide by there any
time and someone will assist you. Phone 277-5644 or
277-5645.
Aside from this information, we have brochures, Ujamaa
News Bulletin, and Habari Gani yearbook which are
distributed free to Black Students. We'll be digging you real
soon.
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Opinion ·

An inside Look at Intra murals
By LEON YACHE

AN INSIDE ON THE
;:.,
INTRAMURAL PROGRAM
ATUNM
The University of New Mexico
8
·;;a has gotten a new look in the
Intramlll'al Program this year that
(I)
::;s promises to be the best ever. Its
~ Coo1·dinator Dr. David R. Wilkie,
(I)
new to the University, from
z Minnesota.
Dr. Wilkie has many
etf
new ideas that will help everyone
§1,
to participate in the sport of his
&: Ol' her choice, from bowling and
touch football to soccer and
badminton.
The first sports to get
underway this semester are
bowling, touch football, golf,
tennis, and paddle ball. Entries will
close this Friday, September 1
with competition beginning on
Tuesday, September 5 for all,
with the exception of paddleball.
The paddleball deadlin~.> is
September 13, and competition
begins on September lH.
Depending on how many
people come out for each of these
sports, each competition should
last up to six weeks. Every01ze at
the University of New Mexico is
eligible to register in one of the
four categories, namely,
Dormitories, Fraternities,
Independent, or Faculty,
If any one of these categories
ha~ a small turnout, then it may

~

Editorial Staff
Ailrbn Howard, editor
Mark Blum, city editor
Sandy McCraw, managing editor
Scott Beaven, arts and media

Therefore, everyone will play
Tennis (doubles) and paddle ball
twice in order to be established in will have the sam<• divisional
a division. Then, after being structure as golf.
establish I'd in a division, an
The bowling league will devise
elimination tournament will talw its own rul(•s, thus it will be lc•ft
place b<!tween the ten members of up to the participants within tlw
Division A, tht• tf'n membl.'rs of league to set up teams, and goals
Division B, and so on down ihe for establishing a champion.
line.
Touch football will be ineludl•d
This system will allow a player in the Intramural Probrram instead
who los! both of his matches to of last years' flat football. The
qualify for Division A, B, or C, to main reason for this is saf<!ty. Flag
win his division championship, football entails a great deal of
which, in !his case, would b~> pivoting, flying elbows, and mor<.>
Division D.
freedom on tlw field. Anolh<'r
So, if you don't thin!( you have
a chancl' to qualify .for nn
intramural team, I think you're
quite mistaken. After all, you
shouldn't bee! you have to qualit"y
in Arnold Palmer's Division, in
Mgkers
order to qualify for Division A, B,
Indian Jewelry
C or D here at the University of
OLD TOWN
New Mexico's Intramural Teams.
;

r••ason is tlw unnc•rt•sRary t•xp<•ns<'
to supply flags for t.lw playt-rs,
und th<• ~·<mfusicm involv('(l if a
flu g aecidPntally fnlls fmm a
player.
With touch football, PVt>tvoaP
is eligible to rt'C<'iV<' a pass. 'nut,

Continued on page 7

per Wtcncr$dJJHtJr1
Just 5 Minutes from Camp11s
4201 Central NE
A Re,,l Selection In Hot Dogs

Aug. Special
Mustard Dog
18¢
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.i\fiSS BLACK AMERICA ..••

The 1972 Miss Blacl( America Pageant happened on Aug.
25 and 26 at the world famous Hollywood Palladium in
Hollywood, California.
This state wus well-represented by our own Miss Black
New Mexico, Linda Risher from Hobbs. Linda upset the
house when she sang from the pit of her soul "Wings of a
Dove," a song she rearranged. I was so excited and
captivated, I forgot to take a picture of her in the semi-finals.
Unfortunately she didn't make the finals, but she is still our
Queen for the next 12 months and we should remember to
honor her in that way. Miss Black America for 1972 is Miss
Black New Jersey, Linda Barney, whose talent was a Karate
and Modern jazz dance. First runner up is Miss Black North
Carolina, Sylvia Freeman, who sang a tnt.•dley of songs
including "You've got a Friend," "Abide With Me," and
"OOOH Child.'' Second Runner up went to Miss Black
Pel111sylvania, Irma Jackson; talent was a song by Billy
Holiday "Gloomy Sunday." third runner up went to Miss
Black D.C., Valerie Harris depicting the cool Black person
who. didn't want to get hooked by dope in America, written
by Valerie.
The entire production of the pageant was very hip. The
show will be on local television dates to be rumounced.
Thirty-six states were represented with N.C., Arizona, and
Utah being represented this year.
I say right on to the Miss Black America Pageant because it
provides opportunities for the many talented contestants.
The breakdown for judging is 50% talent, 30% intelligence
and 20% beauty. It is a real hip endeavor and I hope it
continues.
Miss Black New Mexico will be making appearances all
around the state and out-of-state if possible. The pageant will
be based in Albuquerque for future events.
Anyone needing the talent and assistance of Miss Black
New Mexico, please contact the promoter Betty Keller, at
Mro-American Studies an all arrangements will be made.
Let's make Miss Black New Mexico proud to represent her
people who are proud of her and support her.
Yours in Blackness,
Betty Keller

have to be incorporated into
another category, therefore,
participation is urged from all of
you.
It may be interesting io note
that Dr. Wilkie stresses the fact
that your "skill level" is not as
important as many people believe.
Dr. Wilkie has devised a syst.!'m in
which you will b<: able to play
with people of your own skill
level.
Let me give an example of this
''skill level" with the Golf
Program. First, there will bl' a
qualifying match to determine if
you in Division A, B, C or D.
Therefore, if forty people sign up
for the Gold P1·ogrum, they will be
divided into ten groups of four,
Each individual in a group will
compete with his fellow group
members, and eventually be
placed in Division A, B, C or D.

Box 20, University P.O., UN!\1,
Albuquerque, N.l\1. 87106
Editorial Phone
(505) 277-4102,277-4202;
Advertising 277-400Z

cass 1n
cover gir!
the jazzed-up jeans shoes. For all the
biking, hiking, running you do.
a. 'nu snazzy,' lo heel lace-up with
rubber sole, beige, navy or chocolate
suede. 15. 95. b. 'beattie/ suede topped
in leather, crepe sole. dark brown, navy.
19.95. c. 'lo hiker,' brown or navy syede
with lug sole. 17.95

The New Mc:cleo Da.ily Lobo Ia published daily <lVCt)' regular wcck of the
Univcroity Year und weeklY during the
oummer srnoion by the Board of Stud~nt
l'ublico.tions of th<l Aasocintctl Students
ol the Univc~sity or New Mel<ico, nnd Is
not finaneiaUy =•~latcd with the Unl.
Ycralty or N~w Mcltieo.
Second Cl!lS9 postage in Ptlid nt Albunu<rciUc, l!•w .Mrxlco, 87106. Tb~ nuba.rlption rnte is $?.GO n year.
,
The opinions c~pressed on the cdi·
torinl pogro of the New ll!cM!co Dnlly
Lobo nre thooc of the author solely. Unsignctl opinion is that o! the "~Ho~inl
board o! the New 111~xlco Dnily Lobo,
Nothing necc<.,snrily tcpres~nta tbe
views of !h~ Msoclntcd studcntn or the
University o! New 1\lcxieo.

women's shoes, east entrt:lnce

a.
Low Price Isn't Enough
In Addition We Offer
1. High Quality Components
2. We Back What We Sell
3. We KnowWhal We're
Talking About
4. No High Pressure Salesmen
5. Wide Selection
6. Professional Audio Repair
7. Help on Audio Problems

SPECIAL

KENWOOD KT 5000
STEREO TUNER
1.7 MV, 2 FET. 2·1C. MPX tii!N

Was $179.95 NOW $159.95
foclory authorized to!.:.
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By PAUL SCHERR
I met Big Bruce last night at six-thirty in Dormitory Park,
the area of grass, trees ar.-d goats-heads across the street from
the dorms. Be was reclining against a tree smoking a cigarette ~
and staring at nothing. Intermittedly he would belch. They ~
weren't loud burps-a small movement in the throat, a shake ~
CIJ
of the head, and a blast of air from his nostrils-but I could 1-'
still tell he had just finished eating dinner in the dining hall'. 1-"
<.0
....
Big Bruce looked unhappy.
t-:1
"What's the trouble?" I asked.
He took another hit off his smoke, the vacant expression
still on his face. "I don't know, man ... even the
ice-cream ... I just don't lmow ... "he groaned.
I started to laugh but my lips never got past my teeth. I
looked around me, and like someone who is gradually
beginning to recognize objects through a thick fog I slowly
came to realize what was happening:
Directly behind Big Bruce was a student with a protruding
stomack on all fours eating grass and groaning horribly. To
the right of him were two girls comforting their hysterical
friend who screamed with tears streaming down her twisted
face, "Call my parents! Please! Call my parents and get me
home!
I couldn't believe it; Dormitory Park had suddenly
transformed into a battlefield left to the dead and wounded,
All around me students were clutching their stomachs
whirling and stumbling blindly like a dog in the final throes
of hydraphobia. Huge puddles of organic matter were turning
the grass into a nauseating swamp.
Turning around, I watched two guys heading toward me
supporting the limp body of their friend who was obviously
in a dead faint. When they stopped a few feet away from me
I asked them if I could help.
'(There's nothing we can do," the eldest looking one said.
His face was sallow and haggard in defeat. "We took him over
to the Health Center but there was a line all the way back to
the fountain."
We exchanged a mutual expression of pity and I wached
them move off down the street carrying their stricken friend.
Was this really happening? Inside the dormitories the more
serious cases had to be strapped onto the toilet and spoon fed
solid food. The windows were flung open to permit fresh air
to blow away the fetish stench of tortured intestines.
In the midst of this mass display of insanity and suffering I
spotted three students coaly studying the situation like
generals poised and determined in the middle of a battle in
which their troops are also being slaughtered.
I approached them with caution, not knowing what to
think. "What's going on?" I asked.
They remained silent for a minute, not looking at me, but
at the infernal mess around them. Finally one of them spoke:
"The time for non-violent protest has passed," he said.
"From now on we will take defensive action through
offensive means. First we will employ minor tactics designed
to harass. This means placing pennies in un-eaten mashed
potatoes to mess up the garbage disposal. Next we will let
loose a horde of stray mutts and mongrels into the dining
halls. After that we will kidnap a cafeteria worker and hold
her hostage in a deserted wing of Coronado until our
demands are met. And if that fails ... "
Be didn't have to finish the sentence. Even though his eyes
were glassy I could see through them as if they were picture
windows:
If their demands were not met, La Posada would be a
smoldering heap of ashes within a fortllight!!!
TO BE CONTINUED
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IN THE SUB
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OPENING
featuring

Judee Sill
...

from recent tours with
Gordon Lightfoot
Cat Stevens

Friday--Saturday--Sunday

September I, 2, & 3
7:00 p.m. until Midnight
2 shows each night
beverages served

---------------------------

J. J. Brody, curator of the
Maxwell Museum at the
University of New Mexico will
speak on South western
archeology to the Rotary Club at
noon Sept. 6 at the El Rancho
Hotel in Gallup.
Associate professor Brody was
the winner of the 197 2 Tom L.
Popejoy Dissertation Price Cor
1972.

UNM Students $1.00
All others $1.50
Sponsored by
ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee'
and New Mexico Union
.
.
'

.
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Pharmacy educators and board
members from a seven·state area
are expected in Albuquerque next
month for two district meetings.
The UNM College of Pharmacy
and the New Mexico Board of
Pharmacy will be hosts to the
District 8 meetings of the

American Association of Colleges
of Pharmacy and the National
Association of Boards of
Pharmacy.
Meetings will be held at the
Hilton Inn on Oct. 8·10. The
district includes New Mexico,
Arizona, California, Hawaii,
Nevada, Utah, and Colorado.
Representatives also are expected
from several national
organizations and the
pharmaceutical industry.

Minority Students
Applications for minority
scholarships are available in the
Student Aids Office. Deadline for
all applications is September 15.
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This Friday and Saturday the
A.S.U.N.M. Film Committee will
·xCl> begin a fall film se!lllon with "Mr.
::;;: Natural's Second Movie Orgy."
~ The program, a collection of
Cl>
short films includes works
z funky
by W. C. Fields, Laurel and
ui Hardy, and Charlie Chaplin, along
~ with many other Flick Outs.
~ Screenings will be in the Union
Theater at 6, 8, and 10 p.m. $1.00
admission. !.D.'s will not bee
needed.
0

()

School Bond
The city school bond election
will be held tomorrow from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. It involves almost
$23,400,000 for the public
schools, Polling places are
registered with the county clerk.
All registered voters are eligible
for the election,

Activities Night
Student Activities Night will be
held Sept. 15 from 6 p.m. until
midnight in the Union. Bands
inclttde Wood Rose, Magic Sam
and the Blue Ridge Mountain
Boys. There will be free gamt>s.

Many interesting aquatic, dance
and sports activity classes are still
open for fall semester registration.
Some of the more interesting
activities, with course numbers,
are: Aerobics (P.E. 124·003),
Casting and Angling (P.E.
145-001), American Country
Dance (P.E. 107-002), Mexican
and New Mexican Dance (P.E.
111-001), Life Saving (P.E.
104·003), Synchronized
Swimming (P.E. 103-002),
Women's Speedway (P.E.
138-001), and Womcns Track and
Field (P.E. 142-001). These
courses may by added by picking
up add cards at the student's
respective college and checking in
o.t Johnson Gymnasium.

The UNM Soccer Club will hold
a meeting Thursday, August 31 at
8 p.m. in room 231-B of the SUB.

r---
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The Christian Science
Organization will meet Thursdays
at 5:30 p.m. in room 230 of the
Sub. Everyone is welcome.

Engraving
The Campus Police will be
registering and engraving social
security numbers on bicycles at
Carlisle Gym, Monday through
Friday, 10:00 a.m. lo 2:00 p.m.
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INSTANT FINANCING AVAILABLE

FAIR PLAZA/LOMAS &SAN PEDRO, N.E.
Next door to Pier 1 Imports

:

OPEN 'TIL 9 WEEKDAYS/SATURDAY 'TIL 6

I

LAFAYETTE®
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WAFFLE STOMPERS

Skills Test

But, Where?

Anyone interPsted in becoming
a voting l'l.'gist.rnr should t'otllal.'t
the Young DPmor:rals al
243·4564.

YOU GET: 1) Rugged carrying case; 2)
Remote Mike and stand; 3) Recording Patch
Cora; 4} AC cord for home ooeratlon; 5)
Batteries for portable operation; 6) Ear plug
for private operation; 7) Telephone patch

Ia~

Re-chartering

The UNM Rugby Team has
begun practice for the new seMon.
Practice times are Tuesday and
Thutsday at 6:00p.m.

There will be a permanent table
for voter registration in the Union

Ia bby until Sepl. 26. EliuiiJlc>
voters must only be IH yt'ar~ old.
There is no residl•nrv
requh·emcmt.
·

u

Re-chartering deadline for all
student organizations is Sept. 15.
All student groups on campus
should check their Union
mailboxes for further
information.
The communications skills test
will be administered Friday, Sept.
1 in the Kiva from 8·10 p.m.,
Scott Catlett, director of
freshman English announced.
Any freshman entering since
June 1972 must pass this exam
for admission to the college of
arts and sciences, Catlett said.

First dispersement is in progress
for students on the New Mexico
Student .Loan Program. Those
students who h~ve rect>ived an
award letter may pick up their
release slips at the student aids
office, building Y·l. Students
must have a validated student
identification card and a release
slip before proceeding to the
cashiers office for their check.
The deadline for this first
dispersement is September 5.

Judee Sill, Warner Bros.
recording artist known for her
tourn with Gordon Lightfoot, Cat
Stevens and others, will be
performing at the coffee house in
the SUB. The coffee house is open
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
from 7·12 p.m. Admission is $1
per set for students, $1.50 for the
general public. Two sets will be
performed each evening with
hosts s~rving such goodies as hot
cider, coke, and coffee.

Do It On Your Feet

At
TRINIDAD'S

_f.'uoltHa:fot~a, clanu;-ml.wlitm/te-9
Z'afe~,ftafS·tol

~y~

Eh•gantsimplici!y in lhe most-wanted
diamond look 14 Karat gold

$275

MEN'S GEORGIA HIKING BOOT
Reg. $25.95
$23.00
Other Mens Styles

Marquis~

sohtaire set,
14 Karat gold $425

$19.95 to $23.50

LADIES COVER GIRL Patriotic Hiking Shoe
Reg. $17.95
$14.88

Four convenient credit plans available
z,,Jes Revolvihg Charge • Zalcs Custom Chatge
Master Charge • BankAmericatd

~~s®
Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Poinls Shopping Center
Wimock
• . . student accounts invited

Other Ladies Styles

$17.95

$19.95

$21.95

lllustrallons enlatged

50 I I MENAUL N.E.
CORNELL & CENTRAL S.E.
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SOY.ou Wanna Write About Rock, Do You?
By GREG SUA W
(AFS)-~You too can be a rock
critic! Yes, if you ar<> b<>twecn the

~nuututu

Olhulrt
has boots!!

for rock climbing,
hiking ancl camping.

Courteous service with a
comjJlete line of
mountaineering and
!Jachjmrldrlf!. gear.
• Sien-a Designs
• Gerry • Alp Sport
• North Face- • Camp 7
l40G EUBANK NE
298-429G

ages of 12 and 30, gt·eat
opportunities await you in the
growing field of rock criticism.
You can have a rl.'wanling career,
listen to records all day, dining
with the stars in fabulous
Hollywo<>d, seeing your name in
print. Be the envy of your friends,
the idol of all the girls at your
school! Just answ<>r these four
simple questions and we will let

you know if you have the
aptitude to take our special Home
Study Course! (1) What is Nanker
Phelge's middle name? (2) Who is
the mainspring of Rhythm and
Blues'! (3) What is God's favorite
rock grnup'l ( '1) Who put the
bomp? Mail your answers with
this form and you will hear from
our panel of expet·ts soon!
Seriously, it's not that hard to
do, with a few important ifs. You
gntta be thoroughly versed in the
history of rock, including the
strange teenage '50s. You gotta be
a fairly good writek'. You also
gotta be prepared to devote
almost all your time to keeping up
with the industry, which involves
subscribing to one or more t1·ades
(BILLBOARD, etc.) ut $20 or so
apiece, as well as half a do~en
underground wck mags. And
fin~lly, you must be willing to
work ridiculously long hours for
insultingly low pay.
But it's worth it if you want to
cut out the middleman between
you and the record companies
that distribute those expensive
albums you covet. The middleman
is the record store, and if you're
going to be a rock critic, you can
forget about the store. Where do
you think all those stores get all
the records that fill their bulging
bins anyway?
By and large they get them
from "rock critics," those fellows
you've always imagined sitting in
their penthouses high atop the
Rolling Stone Bldg., balancing
careers on their bloated paunches

ARTS & SCIENCES
STUDENTS
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while dictating snide invective and have a large backlog of album
smug pedagogy to be used as reviews. If you can write well Ctli:i.
future record reviews. Of course enough to do feature stories n0
thv.t's a load of rubbish; rock you're in business, otherwise your t:::i
critics are people very much like best bet would be to approach Ill
you and me (exactly like me, in your local newspaper, '<i=:.:
fact; I make most of my money underground or otherwise, present 1:"'
writing about records). Oh, some your clippings, and ask for a
of them are in their late 20s or rrgular column. That way you
even 30s, graduates of Yale and don't have to worry about
~
the like, but on the whole they whether or not your stuff will be ~
s=
are wild-eyed rock·ct·azed punks published.
If you can get that far you're ~
of 18·22, living their lives out on
0>
the edge of starvation but not pretty well set. Writing about .!"'
minding because at least that music is not hard for a writer who ,_.
other craving, the one for music, really loves the music, and as a (!)
-..1
profession it allows him to 1.\:)
has been sated.
If the above sounds good, experience the endless flow of it.
here's all you do. Go out and buy The novelty wears off after a bit,
an album, preferably on the very but ennui is far superior to the
day it comes out, by an artist you miserable state of wondering
like and are familiar with. Then go what's on all those records you
home and write a review of it. can't afford, and never being able
Tear it up. Write another, using a to find out.
And besides the free records,
more original approach. Then
leave it overnight. Next morning, which you can also sell (for 25
read it again, noting all the errors cents, to those same bargain bins
of fact, judgment and (most where you once did your
important) grammar and syntax. shopping), being a rock critic
Cut mercilessly every unnecessary ·affords all sorts of other
appearance of the words "just," advantages. If you Jive around Los
"really" and other fillers. Now Angeles or New York, there's a
put the review aside for a few never-ending round of press
days while you listen to the album parties with catered food and
a Jot. Read it, and if it still seems expensive drink. If yoL< don't,
sound, send a copy to some rock there's always the chance some
company will pay to have you
magazine.
flown there to do a story on this
CHANGES, ROCK, ZYGOTE, or that 3rd rate group they're
FUSION and CREEM are fairly
receptive to new writers. trying to hustle.
Yes, it's a life of glamour and
ROLLING STONE is not. If you
adventure,
a few dollars here and
get a rejection, send it to the next
there,
and
the pride of knowing
mag on your list. Meanwhile
continue the process with other you've found a legitimate way of
albums. Always use airmail and avoiding actual work. In fact, for
include return postage. When you those of us who are good for
finally land a sale, as you nothing except listening to music,
eventually will if you have any it's the ultimate life·style.
ability, it will take three or four
Student Nurses
letters to get payment from the
Student nurses at UNM will be
mv.gazine. Don't worry about
that; they're as broke as you arc. able to givl! better pediatric care
after they graduate because of a
In time they'll come through.
When you have two or three new faculty member at the UNM
published reviews, make xerox department of nursing.
Marion D. Carpenter, a new
copies of them and mail them to
all the major record companies, assistant professor, will ~each
whose addresses can be found in pediatric nursing this fall.
Carpenter received her B.S.
the Schwann Catalogue. Address
your letter to the Promotion degree in nursing from the
Dept. Explain that you are a University of Colorado at Boulder
fledgling critic and would like to and a M.S. degree from the
be placed on the review list. If University of Texas at Austin. She
you're lucky a few will respond, also spent two years at the
and if you keep after the others University of Arizona studying
your mailbox will soon be packed sociology and anthropology.
She has held a wide variety of
with free albums.
Now you can sit back and write nursing jobs in medical-surgical,
one review a month and be pediatric, and psychiatric wards as
reasonably certain the records will well as working as a public health
keep coming in for life. If you nurse.
Her chief areas of interest are
find that S15 per month is not
quite enough income, you can try pediatrics, mental health,
expanding your output, but you'll community health and child
soon find that most magazines growth and development.
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Inside Intramurals
Continued from page 3
more importantly, this running
game is not as dangerous as many
people tend to believe.
Dr. Wilkie appeals to everyone
to g~ve Touch football a chance
because it is a great game. Dr:
Wilkie has also said that there will
be a CO·REC flag football league
that will be divided into eight
teams. Four teams are to be made
up of women, and four of men.
Also, for you gals on campus
there will be a Powder Puff
Football Leag!le which will be
handled through the Women's
Intramural Program at Calisle
Gym.
All touch football games will be
centrally timed, which means that
it will be necessary for all teams
to be present at the v.ppointed
time and place. Each game will

have two halves of twenty
minutes each.
Dr. Wilkie also says that all the
rules and/or scheduling mentioned
above are open for discussion and
possible change.
There will be a meeting for
fraternities on Wednesday, August
20 at 6:30 p.m. in Johnson Gym,
Room 161. Also, on August 31, at
the same time and place, there
will be a meeting for the
dormitories. The purpose of the
meetings are to acquaint everyone
with the programs, and to clarify
any questions that anyone may
have. Everyone else not affiliated
with the fraternities or
dormitories are also invited, but it
is asked from them to reserve
their questions or commentaries
until after the meeting has closed.
0 fficials are needed in the
Intra mural Program, therefore,

rHcRE?
'\

Dr. Wilkie asks all interested to
get in touch with him as soon as
possible.
Anyone inter!'!sted iu any event
should come by room 202 at
Johnson Gym or call 277·4346 or
277·4347, where entry blanks and
general information, including a
brochure, can be obtained.
Flyers for your information

---

have been distributed throughout
campus for everyones benefit.
Dr. Wilkie would like to have
all ·of you come out and
participate in the event of your
interest. Without you, the
program will not be successful.

Psychological
An expert in thyfield of
psychological geogrv.phy, Robert
Campbell, will speak at noon
Sept. 5 to the Mid·Town Optimist
Club on the topic "Environment

1815 Las Lomas
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The movie based on Kurt Vonnegut
Jr.'s "Slaughter House Five" will
begin at the Lobo Theatre September
13. Billy Pilgrim, who survives the
fire-bombing of Dresden to live in a

c. ·'

utopian future on the planet
Tralfamadore with a Hollywood
starlet, will be played by Harvard
graduate Michael Sacks, shown above.

First

Baptist

Broadway & Central

Church -

,-

r
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL
CrVIc LIGHT OPERA
Presents

am to 1:30 pm

Newman Center

Does Influence Our Behavior."
Campbell is a professor in the
University of Nt'w Mexico
department of Geography.
His talk will begin at 12:15
p.m. at the Bonanza Sirloin Pit on
Menaul.
Campbell, has done research
on such topics as the kind of
environment in which man
functiOllS best, how a city should
be planned to please a majority of
its residents, and what effects
drab surroundings have on people.

HE

We Must

LUNCHES
Quick Service
at the right price

·mtc

fJ/6 j?(J')f/10 (:£7'
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If Yotl Have Any Problems
Come To The Arts & Sciences
Office-Ortega 201

.;,liN FRIINCtSC07

it!f/'17 IVH1i1!S

IF th«? Song

Don't Let The Computor
Throw You!

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

:i

Kenwood KR 2120 Stereo
AM-FM-MPX Receiver
34 Stereo Watts
Garrard 40Mkll record
changer with Base & Cover
Shure 75 6s Mag Cart-diamond
Two Hi Fi House 2-way
suspension Speakers in
Walnut Finish
$379.20 Value-

NOW $279.20

SINCE

1949

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
Cast of 90-Full Orchestra

Plays Aug. 26, 27*, 30, 31, Sept.!, 2, 3*
Prices $4.00, $3.50, $3.00
Students $1.00 Discount
3011 Monte Vista NE
(near Girard& Central
just East of UNM)

*Matinees

Telephone 277-3121

---1
The Graduate Stud'ent
Association of the University of
New Mexico will hold elections
for president and chairman of the
Graduate Student Association
Council (vice president) over a
two·day
period, Sept. 20-21.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Candidates for the two
positions, each of which pays
UA'£ES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: .Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time rup. If ad is,to
20G 1 afternoons :prc!ero.bly or mail.
$200 per month, must subm1t an
run nvc Or more ~onsecUtiVC dn.ya Wlth
Classified Advertising
intention of candidacy statement
no chnnge.<J the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
ncr word nnd the minimum number of
to the GSA office by ·not later
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10,
than 5 p.m. Sept. 8.
.
Neither of the incumbants,
MALE HELP WANTED, part-time. Apply
51 FOR SALE
President Ray Schowers and
in person. Der Wienerschnitz.cl, 4201 Cen ..
tra! NE or 5810 Mcoaul NE.
8/31 . Council Chairman Jim O'Neill, is
in house with other
1970 OPEL STATION WAGON, Brand
ROOM & IJOARD in exchange for 20 hours
seeking reelection.
new rndinl tires. Perfect condition.
9/G

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LOBO

ll PERSONALS

MALE, 21~ Seeks l'DOm
ntudcnta. 255-5427.
FREE HAPPY, HJ;:ALTilY, Black Kit.
tens: Call 242-0062.
9/l
NEED SENIOR or Grad Student Roommateo to share house within bicyelinK
distance to UNM. $70.00 n month. Don,
277-H53.
. 9/0
RIDE OR RIDERS from Santa Fe to UNM,
Tue~., Wed., and Thnrodays, Call 982-1131
9/5
in Snnta Fe,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORqANIZATION

mccta Thursdays 6 :30 p.m. m room 230 of

Student Union. All nrc welcome.
9/5
ANYONE who hns knowledge of J can

O'Connell thi'1 summcJ:' or her diary plcnec

contact the Lobo, Jour., llldg, Rm. 158.
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not cxnctly a

dear friend, but a group of people who

nrc ready to talk nnd listen to your prob ..

Jems of living. Call or come in NW
Corner Mesa V!stn, 277-3013.
trn
ASTROLOGIC HOROSCOPES cnst & rend
plus future ycnr. 2G6-71GG.
9 /1o

LOST & FOUND

2)

LOST: White gold d~t.-m-on-d:.-::E::-lg~ln_w_n~te:-h.
Girlc;' locker room, Johnson Gym. Sentimcntnl value. Liberal reword. 2~6-8667.
9/0
FOUND-Three paPerbacks In Mil 220,
Wed. 3:30 p.m. Identify & claim. Rm.
205 Joumnlfum,

sERTic=E=·s~----------

3)

PAssPonT, 11\!MIGRATION, IDENTI.FICATION, Photo. FMt, inexpens1vc,
pleasing. Nenr UNM. Cnll 265-2444, or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. . t!n
TuNEUPS by ENGiNEERINGSTui.iENT
at mY home. $14, V-8; $12, 0-cyl!ndcr.
JncludP.J new point.'l plur:n ('Ondcnr;C'r a.ml
lnbor. Cnrburntor overhaul nlso. Cnll 2996230 !or appointment.
9/6
GUITAR LESSONS. Folk Roclc, Dlu03,
$2.~0 n le"son. Call 242-2401,
9/4
EXP~;nT INFANT CARE. DnY or night.
266-8064, 1604 Cnrl!ale SE. 8/31

41

FOR RENT

THE NEW CITADEL, available Sept. 1,
wnllcinp: distenee to UNM, 16)!0 Univcrnity NE. Efficiency $140 furmohcd; $130

unfurninht'd. One bdnn S180 [urniBhed;
$166 unfurntq}u:"lJ. SwJmminR pooll rccrC"n-

tfon room, t!ommtuu1ry [!tore,

nundry.
dishwashers & dispoJn!J. 842-1864, 2663485,
9/1

51

FORSALE

190~

FAJRLANE. Good condition, VB, automatic, Looltll ohnrp. $350. 2GD-2G26. 9/4
ART STUF'-The one nrt supply otorc that
doe<1n't rip you off I Albuauerauc'a LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES. CornPBre
anywhore. 1824 CentrBI, opposite nrt
building,
G/1

16,000 mi. $1300, 260-2004,
8/31
1967 SHELBY GT GOO. F60 Po!yg!no tires,
428 with two fours. Best offer. 294-10bU.

0/6

FI•:NDE!t DUAL SHOWMAN with Reverb
2-J .Jl.L. l5's two weeks old. Showroom
condition. $600,00 Steve 344-8524. 9/4
MOUNTAIN LAND~-!; acre trnct.s. Only
$127.50 down Bnd $42.50/mo. Rathbun
Real!ty-2669888, 877-9174, 266 9470. 9/4
10·SPE:;;D !liKE. •rriumph, $50.00. Cnil
Dave 2662828 between OM P.M.
9/4
YAMAHA 350, 1970 R5, Top condition,
$520.00 or best offer. 255-3978
9/6
1962 VW Bug, Very good condition, 68,000
mi. $450. 268-2994,
8/31
GREAT SAVINGS, name brands, receivers,
amplifiers, tnP<l recorders, record chnn~t·
errs,

sp~akera,

266-3687.

6)

8/31

EMPLOYMENT

Daily
10-5

1.lALE port-time Hdp Wanted, over 21 Yr8
old. Afternoans & evenings. Snve-Wny
Liquor Store, 6704 Lomna NE. Pho. 2552062.
8/31
llA!lY SITTER WANTED. Ocensionnl
· basis. Must have own transportation. 2GR ..
3608.
8/31

7l

great
selectionpersonal
attention

111 Cornell SE

next to the Post Office

Announcing Our l\'Iatinee Classic Series
'l'he Greatest Anti-'War Film Ever Made

AII Quiet On The Western Front"
Lew A9ers
" . . . this is the flick our parents saw

when they wrre in college-if tht•y hau
remrmbered Vietnam might not have

11vt out to lmy yourself some lt>athcr

dothc>s rou should be prepnrc:l to apend
morl' tim(' in the flC]l'etion than you would

happened." Susan Feiner, Nyack Spectator
Aug. 28 thru Sept. 1

Showtime 1 & 3 PM-l\:lidnight Flick Sept. 1 & 2
E\·cning performance . . . Separate admission

George C. Scott
THE HOSPITAL
1718 Control SE-842·5427
IN O!i!E5 FAki<ING LOT~YOU U. HAV; T(HOOK

5:30 Early Bird SI.OO, 7:30 & 9:30 SI.50

----~.---

10/0

E~1PLOYMENT

61

STUDENT NEEDED TO WORK with 46-ycar-olds. 12:30·3:00. Monday-Friday.
Coil Z.lro. Perkins, 290-8941.
D/1
PART-TIME JOB, eight houm per week,
YMCA n£'ed9 tcm moiP counecloro to work
with boyo' program. 266·6971.
0/4
10 STUDENTS_T,OSELL Albuquerque Dinncr Club 1\!cmbcr.Jhlpn to ntudenta. Good
pny. Anply Apt. 2, 1001 Loufu!ana NE or
CAll 256•6102,
0/4

c
Save

CARTOONS

lA

Flicker
Classics "';; -

L4UBEL
and

21 c

Thurs. Aug. 31,
Fri. Sept. 1

'(V

v

COI"Io\Eil.CIIIls.•,.,.,

;;

LET'S ALL

flANKlNSTIIN

tHr

WOLO MAN

GOTO

••ocu..

DAtR.Y QUEEN"

DABDY
tfOillltfT[H;. HG1t~:11 h10\11(S

action

adventure

LOVE

brazie~
2300 Central SE
!rom Popejoy Hall)

(anos~

266-1212
llnin·r~ity

Dairy C!ut•en ±J;R

Don't miss this great sale on DAIRY QUEEN's• famous han_ana
split. You've never had it so good. Two fresh·cut banana shces
and Amenca's favorite treat, lopped Wllh
whipped cream and chocolate, strawberry
and pmeapple. Pure delight. Treat the
whole gang durmg thw special ollor
-they'll go bananas over our split!

Dairq
oueen

~

V.l)&
h

0.,,

New Mexico

DAILY~;;.,

¥!
c

OJ

u

>

c·

;.I,. ~\

'Z&£'

~

Eastdalc Shopping Center Candelaria & Eubank NE

11

t;j

U.h~q.W

"'

1-

j

EASTDALE THEATRE

!\HSCELLANEOUS

VARIETY PHOTOGRAPHY SIIOW. Margery Mann stolcctlon, At Quivirn Gnllery,
111 Cornell SE.
8/31

8

37V.1!~

'<:

The Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology at the University of
New Mexico will be closed
Monday, Labor Day.

used and dcmo9. The Hil"i

NE. 2fif:i .. (i9!i7~

i:!.

babysitting per week. :Ensy bike, walk to
cnmpus, Hours: 7-9 o.,m. M-F, plus Tu~
& Thurs 3-G, plus. 1 evening arranged.

I»use, 3011Monte Vista NE.
8/31
1966 BSA VICT0~4·1l-Good c~~dttion,
$350. Call 266·5142.
_ 8/31
WHY RENT? BUY/ Equivalent to a deluxe apartment. 31' Travel Trailer, eelfcontnined, 1U72 Holiday Rambler. EI\!JY
itnnnc!ng, 242-9839.
9/G
LEATII:;;R GOODS-JACKETS, PANTS,
!lAGS, IJt;J,TH, JlELT POUCHES,
HATS CAPS. SUN VISORS. When you
!or n fBbrie item. Arter all, its n choice
you might Jive .vith the rrot of your lire.
Mnl<c the rll'<ht choice at the LEATHERIlA<'K TURTLE, 10~ Romero NW, OLD
TOWN. 842-8490.
9/4
1972 HONDA 600, 3600 mi. $1250 or best
offer. 2~9-3280 after 3 p.m.
9/4
'69 KAWASAKI, Mnch III. Excellent condition. fast. S725. Call 247-4~3~.
D/1
Iti-;I'RIGEHATOR-Dorm size, 2.4 cubic ft.
I•:xoellcnt condition. $05. 206-9236. 8/31
10 SPEED lliCYCLES. All fnmouo mnkes,
FBI<on:~ $120, Gitanc $117, German Vninqueum with aluminum QR whecl!3, liB,
$116, Other 10-!!pecd!l from $90 to $280.
I·~•ll rnnrnnt~e. Call Dick Hallett for
houro. Rm. 67. Medicnl School. Doy: 2772646. Ilomc 266·2784.
9/l
20 Portable TV'a, $30·$60. 441 Wyominr:

l

The recently expanded muse'um
will resume its normal hours on
Tuesday. These hours are 9 a.m. ·(YO
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday Z
and 10 a.m: to 4 p.m. on ~
Saturday.
~

i

CJ>

The Russell Concert

!""

.....

"'_,

How to Gross $30G
And Lose Money

Nl

By AARON HOWARD
Leon Russell's favorite drink is
Jose Cuervo Gold tequila. He will
not do a concert unless there are
several bottlt.~ of Jose Cuervo in
his dressing room before the
show--it's even specified in the
contract.
When you're a rock superstar
playing for $15,000 a night, there
are certain things you can ask for
in your contract. When Joe
Cocker appeared here, his
contract specified that two cases
of Dom Perignon champaign,
which sells for $15 a bottle, had
to be provided bPfore the concert.
The two cases of Dom Perignon
sell for about $600.
Dealing with the world of the
rock star, it seems everybody has
enormous egos-from the
superstar himself to the roadies
(those who travel with the troupe
and a're responsible for the
t('chnical end of the show) to the
movers who truck in the piano for
the concert.
On the other hand, the average
person who pays four and a half
dollars for a ticket to the Leon
Russell Show does not know that
Russrll is getting $15,000 for a
night's work-or that the concert
promoter, Leonard Levy, lost
money on the show Wednesday
night because only 6100 people
bought tickets.
It is money that keeps the
carnival wheels greased. The
people who are earning the money
can afford to ask for Jose Cuervo
and Dom Perignon in their
contracts. The people who are
promoting the concert cannot
afford to forget the tequila and
champagne.
Even when a promoter like
Levy loses money on a concert, he
still has to pay out expenses like
he was a winner, smiling while
trying to figure out why a
performer like Leon Russell could
possibly fail to sell out the
University Arena.

* * *

Leon Russell's contract called
for a guarantee of $15,000 and
60~ of the gross receipts over
$27,000.
In theory this means that the
first $15,000 that comes in the
box office from ticket sales is
going to be used to pay Russell's
guaranteed fee.
The next $12,C'OO can go
towards the promoter's expenses.
This means that Levy has $12,000
or so of breathing room to meet
costs up to the $27,000 mark.
After that, lets say if the
concert grosses $37,000, which is
ten thousand above the basic
contract agreement, Leon will get
$6,000 and Leonard will get
$4,000.
Rock concerts involve large
sums of money which is grossed at
the box office. But relatively little
finds its way back into the
promotoers hands.
Take the Rolling Stones
concert for example which was
booked and promoted by
Denver's Barry Fey. The concert
grossed about $87,000 at the
University Arena. Of this,
$63,000 went to the group and
.••their production company:

$24,000 went towards the
promoters expenses; $5,000 went
for security; $3,400 went to the
Popular Entertainment
Committee; $3,400 went to the
Physical Plant workers for
cleaning and setting up.
Barry Fey took home $7,000
for his part in the concert.

* * *

played by the Rev. Patrick
Henderson who is traveling with
the show.
The rental, tuning and moving
the nine foot Steinway cost $260.
Just moving the small piano cost
$100. The All Points Moving crew
gets $35.95 an hour and the job
did take three hours.
So Hogg is examining the
placing of the pianos on the stage
and it reminds him of a story: the
PEC had to move the piano from
the Union and a super trouper
spotlight from the Arena for a
recent show at Johnson Gym. It
cost $205 just to bring these two
pieces of equipment from one
place on campus to another.

It's about 9:30a.m. on the day
of the concert and the University
Arena is almost empty except for
three or four workmen who are
pounding nails into the risers on
the huge stage being completed on
the floor of the arena.
There are several tables upstairs
on the catwalk where women are
registering an occasional visitor
*
Contracts for rock stars are
for classes in the evenings at the
the
same: short pieces
basically
Albuquerque Public schools.
Tom Hogg, assistant to the full of legal terms which bind the
Dean of Students is surveying the parties to an agreement. It is the
scene from the catwalk. He is riders (addendums to the
complaining becausl.' he just contractj which are interesting.
'rhP contract for the Joe
received a phone call before
leaving his office that an Cocker concert was two
Albuquerque Dulws game is pages-the rider was 12 pages. The
scheduled for this evening right rider on the Rolling Stones
across from the Arena. The last contract was about 20 pages.
Riders include everything from
game of the season had been
schedull!d for the night before but what kind of food and drinlts
lmd been rained out. "How many rlwuld be served backstafle to how
times are baseball games rained many complementary passes can
out in Albuquerque?," Tom keeps be issued.
The Leon Russell rider was
asking.
Hogg's official title at the relatively brief. The important
university is Assistant to the Dean points included that there should
of Students. Hogg is sort of a be no policemen stationed
troubleshooter for all student between the audience and the
activities on campus particularly stage; no uniformed policemen
when they involve the kind of anywhere near the stage area; no
money that flows through the box seats on the floor (the
office at rock concerts.
arrangement is called Woodstock
Working with the Popular or festival seating}; no freebies
Entedainment Committee (PEC} were allowed to sit in the first 20
Hogg has to make sure that all the rows or an approximate area in
little details which come up on front of the stage; nobody was
the day of the concert are allowed to sit behind the stage.
The wisdom of the restrictions
smoothed out before show time.
The PEC has an interest in this on the uniformed police near the
concert also-a contract with the stage was not realized until the
promoter guaranteeing the 'Concert that evening.
During Leon's set, a woman
committee five per cent of the
gross or $2,000, whatever is who ·w~ ~;t:!n~!~g nn hPr friPnd's
shoulders and dancing to the
greater.
Because the PEC has exclusive music was motioned to the stage
booking privileges on university by Russell. Climbing over the
property as a student group, all shoulders of the people in front of
promoters must go through the her on the floor, the woman
PEC if they want to book a show walked above the human sea and
at the Arena or Johnson Gym. made it to the stage where she sat
And since Civic Auditorium was next to Russell at the piano. After
closed off to rock concerts by the singing a couple of lines to her, he
city fathers as a result of some gave her a kiss and she lt>ft the
disturbances by the reds and stage. The woman was later
Ripple crowd, almost all the followed by about six other
promoters who want to do women who were able to kiss
business in thP city have become Leon.
friendlier with Hogg and the new
Such an occurrance would have
been impossible at the Rolling
PEC chairman, Tim Padilla.
The morning activities are going Stones concert. Even if a woman
slowly. The Physical Plant would have been able to break
workers had layed out the wings through the ring of guards around
and first three feet of the stage. the stage, it is difficult to conceive
The second three feet and the of Jagger receiving any of the
risers were being prepared by audience the way Russell did.
Disco Corporation for $277.
All Points Movers arrived later
The equipment for the show
and took three hours to deliver weighed about 20,000 pounds and
and place two pianos up on the included a complete stage setting
stage. The big piano was a and public address system. As
nine-foot Steinway which was Peter Nicholls, the equipment
specified in the Russell manager said: "If you're on the
contract-the only one he plays road for any time, the only way
on perhaps because it's the only you can travel is with a complete
one which he can jump up on to set of equipment."
The show travels with two
do his finale. Then thete' VIas also
a smaller piano which was later trucks: o.ne is an lS foot truck

* *

* * *

which is owned by Russell; the
other is a semi-t>ailt•r which
carries the lights and sound for
the show lE"ased from a Dallas
company, Showco.
Five men; two for sound, two
for lights and a truck driver travel
in the trailer. Three men with
Leon's equipment and
instruments drive the truck. They
include the stage manager who
takes care of the wiring and
placing of instruments; the supply
man who repairs the trucks and
who takes care of the other
logistics problems; a maintenance
man who repairs equipment.
Nicholls and the others are
called roadies. They l>eep the
show on the road driving the
40G-500 miles each day betwe<'n
playing dates.
Russell and the other members
of his troupe travel by plane.
It takes about six hours to set
up said Nicholls: "Ont> and a half
hours to unload; om• and a half
hours to set the equipment up;
three hours to take a concrete
lump of a building and create the
energy you need so that
everybody will be ready when
Leon hits the stage."
As the concert begins, Nicholls
will be behind the equiprnettt
riding the volume control and
mixing thP sound of the band to
the proper levels.
"We are working with an eleven
piece band," saJd Nicholls. "What
we're trying to do is to mix the
sound in layers, tight and small as
possible. Whoever's playing well, I
try to get them on top."
While Nicholls works on the
sound, Rick Martin is working on
the lighting system, A member of
Showco, Martin also designs and
builds equipment.
He explained the audio system
for the concert was rated at 3500
audial watts which is enough
power for the heavy metal kids
like Black Sabbath and Black Oak
Arkansas.
The rider called for 220 volts
on a single phase system. But as
Martin began setting up, he asked

ontl of the univ~rsity electricians
to i nst,\11 another h•g for
additional power.
''We've added an additional
light tower so we'll have two in
back," explained Martin. "This
upped the power r~quirements 50
amps. It's no problem. Any hall
like this has facilities hooked up."

* * *

There is a very definite system
of status and hierarchy which
rules in and around a rock
concert. Someday an enterprising
young sociologist will write a
paper on the system which will
note him a place in Rolling Stone
magazine.
One indication of a pPrson's
status is that he even gets into the
hall at all. Buying a ticket will get
you into the hall but you scon• no
status points. Getting a frl'e pass
raises your status som1•what.
Being put on th1• guest list is
worth more status points. Comill!l
in with th<> group is, of courM:, tlw
pinnacle of the hierarchy.
The same game works for
passes once onu Pllters the Ar<'na.
Passes mean mobility and wearing
om• on your chest means you ('an
smile and walk right by ushers,
guards and policP. The low status
passes are the ~:eneral passes which
are issued to aisle guards. They
don't mean much except a~ a
symbol of some authority.
The backstage passes are issued
to roadies and security people and
will get you any place bach sta1te.
The real important passe~ are
those which are shaped like a
golden "S" and are called Shelter
passes because they are issued by
people with the Russell group.
These passes get you into the holy
of holies-Leon Russell's dressing
room.
Meanwhile outside the ArPn~.
everybody is trying to get in
without paying. Bobby Box of
KQEO telephoned and osked for
passes for his daughter. Dulte
Duquette, station manager of
KRST, asked to be added to the
guest list. Both were refused.
Continued on Page 5

